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Inside this issue: Our U12’s won at home V a fancied Park side Saturday morning 3—1 with 2 goals com-

ing from  Gearoid Hassett and a solo from Dylan O’Neill. 

Our U14’s travelled away to The Park and came away with a fully deserved 2 –2 draw 

(report to follow), while our U16’s hosted Mastergeeha but lost 0– 2.  On a positive 

note for the U16’s new signings Jack O’Connor and Luke Connolly fitted in perfectly 

and will be a good edition to the squad . Not a bad weekend overall despite the Liver-

pool result. 

Park 14’s 2-2 Killorglin 14’s B 

A good solid performance from Killorglin ended in a draw away to Park Saturday morning.  Killor-
glin had the majority of the possession and countless chances, but could get a winner.  

We were guilty of taking one or two touches too many in front of goal and given Park a chance to 
get the challenges in when a first time shot would have been a better option.  Finally the dead-
lock was broken against the run of play and Park took a 1 goal lead at half time.   

A great first half by Mark O’Connor, who set up a few chances and caused the full back many 
problems.  We made a couple of changes at half time and Cathal Crosby caused more problems 
with his more direct approach and Killorglin finally scored when David O’Shea scored after a bit 
of a scramble in front of the goal.   

We then dominated most of the match only to go behind again with 5 minutes to go, when Cain 
was heavily bundled off the ball by their big centre forward and the ref did not see it as a foul as 
the rest of us did.  It looked like we were going to get nothing from the game when Aaron shot 
from 30 yards to beat their keeper with the best goal of the game with a minute left. Thanks to 

all the parents that helped. 
 

3 Games—3 Different Results 

""Will he ever just miss? He already has the half-million." -- Shane Lowry during his Irish Open play-off with Robert Rock. 

Fixtures Sept 22nd 

 

 

 

 

 

No Fixtures Yet—Will Be 

Emailed Later 

Killorglin U12’s 3 - 1 Park U12’s  

The early stages of the game saw a new look u12 side looked very nervous & un-

settled as Park were well on top and went ahead after 15 mins. That woke up the 

home side & began to play like the team that were unbeaten in the League last 

seas and Killorglin levelled when Dylan O Neill scored direct from a corner. 

Gearoid Hassets pace helped him as he finished to the net to give the home side 

a 2-1 lead at half time. 

Killorglin picked up where they left off at the end of the half with John Eoin Jack & 

Dara having good spells of passing. The 3rd  goal summed it all up with great 

interplay between Eoin & Jack before linking up with Dylan to play Gearoid 

though on goal & he made no mistake making it 3. 


